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ARMED ROBBERY
● Over 20 gunmen attacked commercial banks in Ankpa, Kogi State, on Tuesday. Ankpa, the 

headquarters of the state's Ankpa Local Government Area, was reportedly under robbers' siege for 
over an hour, resulting in the death of an unidentified lady. On their way to the banks, they were 
said to have attacked the town's police station first. They drove dangerously through the town of 
Ankpa with unending gunshots after robbing the banks for about an hour

ATTACK
● Some Boko Haram fighters who were fleeing military bombardment in Borno State were attacked 

by rivals from the Islamic State West Africa Province (ISWAP). According to a counter-insurgency 
expert and security analyst in Lake Chad, the military attacks forced hundreds of terrorists and their 
families to flee their camps in search of safe havens elsewhere. Unfortunately for the Jam'at Ahl 
as-Sunnah lid-Da'wah wa'l-Jihd and their families, they were attacked by their rivals, the ISWAP, 
who occupied Cingori and Yuwe, according to a source.

CULTISM ATTACK
● The Benue State Police Command has confirmed the arrest of 30 suspects in connection with the 

ongoing cult clash in the state's Gboko Local Government Area, which has claimed the lives of 
three people. According to reports, the conflict between rival cult groups was causing unrest in the 
local government, threatening the lives and property of residents. In an effort to restore normalcy in 
the community, the Chairman of the LGA partnered with security agencies, including police officers 
attached to the state police command. According to the state Police Public Relations Officer, who 
confirmed the ongoing cult-related clash in Gboko, 30 suspects have been arrested.

KIDNAPPING
● Ogun State Police have apprehended three suspected kidnappers in a forest along the 

Imeko/Iwoye-Ketu road. On August 29, the trio was apprehended during a police rescue operation. 
The armed men, numbering around eight, had blocked the Termac/Iwoye road on that day and shot 
sporadically. According to police, the hoodlums injured two people while kidnapping three others. 
The Ogun police spokesman said in a statement on Tuesday that after receiving the distress call, 
the DPO of Imeko division mobilized his men and other security outfits, and stormed the forest in 
search of the victims and their abductors. Due to the intense pressure, the kidnappers abandoned 
their victims and fled. According to a police spokesman, the victims were rescued unharmed, while 
security personnel discovered three of the suspects hiding in the forest.

● The Rivers State Police Command has arrested a suspected imposter Reverend Sister who is 
accused of child stealing. The police also rescued fifteen children from her home in Aluu 
Community in the state's Ikwerre Local Government Area. The Commissioner of Police, who 
paraded the suspect and twenty other suspects at the command's headquarters in Port Harcourt on 
Tuesday, stated that operatives from the CP Monitoring Unit stormed the suspect's residence and 
recovered children based on intelligence.
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KIDNAPPING
● The Niger State Police Command apprehended a suspect in connection with the abduction of four 

victims and the killing of two people in Rafi local government area of the state last year after 
collecting a ransom of N13 million. On November 14, 2021, around 2 p.m., suspected armed 
bandits invaded Tegina town, shooting sporadically and abducting four people into Kagara forest. 
According to the police spokesman, one suspect from Tegina was arrested in connection with the 
crime on August 29, 2022, based on technical intelligence.

● Gunmen on motorcycles are said to have kidnapped a traditional ruler in Plateau State's Wase 
Local Government Area. Residents said the traditional ruler was kidnapped on Monday night when 
gunmen attacked his palace in the Pinau community of the council area. On Tuesday, a resident of 
Wase town and Chairman of the Action Democratic Congress in the Wase LGA confirmed the 
monarch's kidnapping in Jos.

NATURAL DISASTER
● The rainstorm that hit several communities in Katsina State destroyed approximately 3, 813 houses 

and killed five people. The rainstorm affected 13 Local Councils in the state, according to a 
spokesperson for the State Emergency Management Agency (SEMA), who revealed this yesterday. 
According to the Spokesperson, three people were killed in Kankara council, while two people died 
in the Mai'adua council area due to the natural disaster. He stated that the government was working 
to prevent further flooding in the state, and that an emergency response committee had been 
formed to prevent an outbreak of cholera as a result of the subsequent flood caused by the 
rainstorm.

SHOOTING (GUNMEN)
● A renowned Islamic cleric in the South East, was shot dead on Sunday at his home in Isu, Onicha 

Local Government Area of Ebonyi State, by gunmen suspected to be members of the outlawed 
Indigenous People of Biafra (IPOB). He died Monday night at the Federal Teaching Hospital in 
Abakaliki, where he was being treated

THEFT
● Osun Amotekun of the Western Nigeria Security Network Agency apprehended three suspects for 

alleged goat theft. The suspects were arrested in Osogbo, according to the Osun Amotekun Field 
Commander, after some operatives of the Oyo State Amotekun sent a signal to the Osun 
Command that some criminals were dealing in stolen goats. The Field Commander revealed that 
when the signal was received, the security team swung into action and raided some suspected 
locations, where the criminals were apprehended.

● The Federal Government has disbanded all anti-vandal units of the Nigeria Security and Civil 
Defence Corps, NSCDC, that were guarding oil pipelines in the Niger Delta as part of ongoing 
efforts to eliminate collusion between some bad eggs in the system and non-state actors. The 
NSCDC Commandant General ordered its dissolution yesterday in Abuja during a meeting with top 
management and all state commandants of the corps to discuss performance and policies. He 
stated that the dissolution was carried out in accordance with the Minister of Interior's directive to 
dissolve all anti-vandal units of the corps with immediate effect.
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THEFT
● The Nigerian Police Force's Railway Police Command has increased security around railway 

corridors in an effort to reduce railway infrastructure theft across the country. According to the 
Railway Police Command's chief, the command arrested no fewer than 15 suspects in July and 
August for crimes ranging from theft to vandalism to other heinous crimes committed near the 
Nigerian Railway Corporation's infrastructure.

RTA
● In a collision involving a Jeep Mercedes and a trailer on Monday night along Kachia road, two 

people died and seven others were hurt. One of the accident survivors claimed that overspeeding 
was to blame for the collision. He claimed that while traveling to Kafanchan, the Mercedes-Benz 
collided head-on with a trailer. The bodies of the deceased have been deposited at the Idon 
General Hospital, while the injured are being treated at an unnamed hospital.

INSECURITY
● The Nigeria Customs Service (NCS) Federal Operations Unit (FOU) Zone A arrested ten suspects 

in connection with the importation of 20 drums of carbide, a chemical substance used in the 
manufacture of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs). The chemicals were hidden beneath a truck 
intercepted in Ijebu Ode, Ogun State, according to the unit's acting controller, who revealed this in 
Lagos yesterday. Importing such chemicals, he claims, requires the approval of the Office of the 
National Security Adviser (ONSA), where an End User Certificate (EUC) should have been issued.
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